How to arrive

If we go by car:

- If we go in the highway AP-7, we have to take the highway exit 65-B (Benidorm Levante). We have to continue in Comunidad Europa Avenue. If we go in the highway E-15, we have to take the highway exit Benidorm Levante.
- When we arrive at the intersection, we have to continue in Europe Avenue. In the roundabout, we have to turn to the left in Mediterraneo Avenue.
- In the next roundabout, we have to turn to the right until we arrive to the beach. After that we have to go to Hamburgo Street and we have to turn to the left to Bonn Street.

If we have booked a transport service it will leave us at the hotel entrance. Except for the big buses that have forbbiden driving in the area by the Local Police. In that case, the stop will be opposite the Burger King (point A at the map).

Tips to consider

The hotel has a privileged location near the Levante Beach, in one of the areas of Benidorm with the best atmosphere. Now we give some tips if you go by car

We recommend leaving the car at the entrance of the hotel to unload the suitcases and then park it.

You can leave the car in one of our 2 Parkings located just 50 meters from the hotel (payment in Reception).

If the car parkings are completed, you can also park on the streets that are close to the hotel (GREY streets at the map).
How to arrive to Magic Aqua™ Rock Gardens car park (P2)

From Bonn Street, we have to go to Manila Street

When we arrive at the intersection, we have to turn right to Estocolmo Avenue

We continue in Estocolmo Avenue until we turn right in Berlin Street

In the intersection we continue in Berlin Street on the right

At the left we will see a blue door that is the entrance of the car park
How to arrive to Benidorm Celebrations™ car park (P3)

From Bonn Street, we have to go to Manila Street

When we arrive at the intersection, we have to turn right to Estocolmo Avenue

We continue in Estocolmo Avenue until we turn right in Berlin Street

In the intersection we turn to the left in Amsterdam Street

At the right we will find the car park at the top of a little slope